Proverbs and idioms obviously reflect cultures, values and civilization of societies concerned, in no doubt. Therefore, to examine proverbs and idioms of societies seems to be one of fundamental methods to grasp values of them. In this study, we discussed possible impacts of Islamic family law norms on Turkish cultural values in context of proverbs and idioms. When subjected to a careful examination of proverbs and idioms, it can be said that Islamic law directly influenced the culture of Turkish family matters such as importance of marriage contract, promoting marriage and equality issue, choice of prospective spouse and their pre-wedding meeting, parental consent of marriage and their role in the marriage, marriage at a young age, hardening of divorce conditions and so on. Having been converted to Islam, Turkish proverbs and idioms have been influenced by Islamic religious and its law. As a result of long lasting interaction, Turkish family life seems to have been formed in a synthesis of Islamic family law norms and Turkish customs.